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President Dunn
appoints .new
chairperson
OliVia Medovich
Staff writer
University President Randy Dunn recently
named Sonya Baker, assistant dean of humanities and fine arts. as the new chair of his Commission on Diversity and Inclusion.
Baker is taking over for the prioritizing,
implementing and evaluating step in the steps
toward diversity. Former
co-chairs Jody Cofer and
S.G. Carthell. who led the
development of the plan,
will remain on the Commission as members.
The Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion was
formed by President Randy
Dunn to enhance diversity
LaJ....__ _ __ J at the University.
The Commission was
Sonya Baker
when the Kendeveloped
Chair, Commission on Diversity tucky Council on Postsecand Inclusion ondary Education (CPE)
made it mandatory for Kentucky's eight public universities to have a
diversity plan.
The CPE has a strategic direction it wants to
take and asked the Council for Equal Opportunity to provide guidance over the policies,
Kirby O'Donoghue, CPE council member, said
in an interview with The News in September.
Baker said the Commission wants to compile
the diversity goals needed to take action and
implement them.
''l'm looking at all the action steps we have
and breaking them down by areas," Baker said.
''Each area will probably have some idea of
what they want to do first, but as we look at the
plan as a whole I'm trying to break it down into
smaller parts so that we can get those action
• steps prioritized."
The University's proposal met each of the
CPE's standards for the diversity plans and was
approved by the Board of Regents Aug. 26.
"What we are very pleased with is the plan is
one of the most, if not the most highly regarded, by the CPE," Baker said. "It went through
with flying colors which we felt great about.
We have broken into separate work groups to
help come up with this plan."
The Commission must be practical as to
what goals it can achieve in a short period of
time and on a limited funds.
"We can have high budget goals, but realisti~
cally people have budgeted for this year," Baker
said. "We will look at doing things this year and
in the near future that are less expensive."
Baker said the Diversity Plan allows the
Commission to target a larger population of
diverse groups.
"We are able to look at people of all different
ethnicitics and look at different issues," she
said.
The Commission is made up of faculty and
staff from all different areas of the University
and a student representative who were invited
by the president, Baker said.
"I think it's a group of people that is really
very committed to having the most diverse and
inclusive campus climate that we can have and
l think people ought to know that," she said.
Baker said memb.ers of the committee are
dedicated to making everyone feel valued .by
the University.
"People, who are really committed, really
want the place to feel like home for everybody,"
she said. "I think we are proud to be part of an
advisory commission that the president
appointed."
The first of three commissions, Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said the
Commission on Diversity and Inclusion shows
President Randy Dunn's commitment to the
principles of diversity.
"Creating a more diverse university is cer~
tainly going to benefit students, faculty and
staff because it creates more of an educational
environment and much more conducive to
reflecting the real world," Robertson said.
''Taking this comprehensive approach to make
sure our campus is diverse it is critical so that
everyone feels a part of the campus."

Contact
Medovich
murraystate.edu.

at

Graphic by Erin Jackei/The News

Fazoli's among new developments
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

Despite news of a down economy, Calloway
County will have new businesses open to the
public as early as spring of 2012.
Construction for a new AT&T store and
Arby's are currently underway, while Dunkin'
Donuts and Fazoli's are in development stages.
Peyton Mastera, projects administrator for the
City of Murray, said the city hopes to see most of
the projects either started or completed soon.
"(AT&T) should be done with construction
within the coming weeks," he said. "Demolishing
(for Arby's) is nearly complete. Hopefully they,
begin construction in December.•
Crews began removing asbestos earlier this
month from two homes located at 307 and 309 N
12th St., the new location for Arby's of Murray.
Construction and demolishing will resume once
the site is deemed safe to return.
Previously, Murray had an Arby's located at
507 N 12th St., but Mastera said the two business
ventures are not connected.
"The previous Arby's was owned by a different owner," he said. "It is my understanding the
previous Arby's owner and the property owner
did not renew the lease and this Arby's is a separate venture by a different party."
The Murray Ledger & Times reported on Nov.
10 the Dunkin' Donuts shop is unlikely to open
before 2012. The building site. located on 300 N
12th St., is ill~preparcd for construction and will

not be ready before winter.
Mastera said the Murray City Council discovered Fazoli's business intentions through an article released by the Ledger on Nov. 8.
UThe only thing we know about Fazoli's is
what was in the newspaper, in that they are coming to town," he said. "We have yet to speak with
a Fazoli's representative."
Brad Ritter, spokesman for Fazoll's. said the
restaurant hopes to purchase open Land behind
the University Shops on Chestnut and 13th
Streets and have construction complete by late
spring of 2012.
While the Job mmet and housing bubble have
n~ative outlooks for the future, Ma11tera said he
"belieVes new business In Munay constitutes a
healthy local economy.
"If people are investing in our community, it
shows that people have faith in our economy and
what it bas to offer," he said. "While some jobs
have been lost due to the economy and some
trickle-down effects of the worldwide downturn,
we have also added many jobs."
The unemployment rate bas doubled from 3..2
percent in 2000 to 8.7 percent in April 2010, Calloway County, but is shadowed by the Kentucky's unemployment average of 10.2 percent
and a national average of 9 percent.
From 2000 to 2010, the U.S. Census Bureau
measured an 8.8 percent population increase in
Calloway County, from 34,177 to 37,191 residents.
According to the 2010 Census, 46 building permits were acquired either for renovation or con-

struction of new b1,lildings.
And while 20 percent of the ·county li~es
under the national poverty line, Calloway County boasts an 84.2 cost of living index. meaning it
is 17 percent cheaper to live here than the U.S.
~
average.
"Murray, in my opinion, was not affected nearly as drastically as other communities,'' Mastera
said. "You read of some parts of the country
where communities all but shut down. That was
not the case here in Murray."
Mastera revealed the steps businesses must
• take to follow county ordinances and zoning
laws regarding business development.
• • '!Typically_ a business and/or developer will
appro&ch the city with where and what type of
business they are looking to open," Mastera said.
"Offen times there are additional review
processes those must go through before they can
break ground (e.g. utility availability, zoning
compliance, ingress and egress, signage, et
cetera)."
Those reviews, Mastera sald, have to take
place before the Planning Commission or Board
of Zoning Adjustments.
"No business model has to be approved," he
said. "The only additional review pertains to the
physical site itself and ensuring the use is permitted within that zoning district. For instance,
in a residential zone you cannot open up a fast
food chain."

Contact Marlowe
murraystate.edu.

at

edward.marlowe@

Commonwealth Attorney Mark Blankenship may have a tough case
ahead of him. according to an expert on cold cases at the University of
Louisville.
Blankenship is the main prosecuting attorney in the re-indictment of
Jerry Wayne Walker, who faces charges related to the 1998 Hester College
fire, which killed one student and critically injured ......------..
another.
Walker. a student when the fire occurred. was tried
once before for murder and assault of the two students,
but doubt on the part of a Calloway County Circuit
Court jury led to a mistrial in 2001.
But in September of this year, 10 years after the initial
charges were dropped, a special grand jury indicted
WaJker, 35, on a charge of second degree manslaughter,
f1rst degree arson, second degree assault and 14 counts
of fliSt degree wanton endangerment for the total resi~
dents on the west side of the fourth floor of Hester Col- Luke MilUgan
lege where the fire was set.
Assistant
Blankenship said after the arraignment hearing he professor of law,
was certain of his case. He suggested be would be University of
employing additional evidence in the case set for a sta·
Louisville
tus hearing Monday.
"This thing is now back into the system and we're going to move forward
and we're confident of a very different result this time." he said.
Luke Milligan. assistant professor of law at the University of Louisville,
said Blankenship will have to present a compelling case to bring such highprofile charges 13 years after the crime was committed.
Milligan said the prosecution will present a case at a sore disadvantage
for two reasons: the fact that the charges stem from a cold case of more
than a decade and because prosecutors are attempting a retrial of the same

man.

He said additional disadvantages arise for the prosecution in evidence as
well as jury and community interest. Often, Milligan said, prosecutors will
omedovich@ fmd physical evidence either unusable or far less convincing due to degra~
dation over time.
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Expert: Prosecutor faces disadvantages in cold case
News Editor
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"Many of the instruments used to test physical evidence to determine the
cause of the crime are dependent on a short time frame," he said. "And so,
nature does its work on the atoms and the ceUs that are being tested by
these forensic devices." 1
Cola case witness evidence too can be less convincing, he said.
"When time passes, a witness is less invested personally in a matter - less
forthcoming, less willing," be said. "It doesn't sound like that's the problem
(in the case); it sounds like they've got new witnesses. But maybe some of
those old witnesses won't be as cogent."
Milligan said prosecutors typically have a difficult time with any cold
case in trying to convince jurors to care about the issue at hand. With an
increase in time, he said, juries are less likely to even know much about the
crime itself but more likely to know the defendant and his or.her role in the
community. 1
Since Walker's mistrial. he was hired as an assistant principal in Paduc~
ah, Ky.• although. Paducah Public School officials tr~nsferred him to the
central office late last month, saying the case bad become a distraction
from his work. He is also married with three children, and serves as a part·
time minister.
"W~re looking at a totally different person than we did 13 years ago," Mil·
ligan said.
He s;tict it is factors like those that turn the jury against the prosecution
and toward the defense. He said the same effect is sometimes seen in the
community, whlch will often begin to question the delayed response on the
part of the prosecution.
"The community is reminded that justice has been delayed," Milli_gan
said. "It reminds people of a failure of an investigation that most people
have forgotten about. In one sense it's nice - 'We're fmally bringing this
person to justice' - but very quickly there's the other side of the coin that
becomes apparent - 'What took so long?"'
Milligan said, for that reason, he believes the prosecution would benefit
from a change of venue.
Blankenship, however, said he plans on trying to keep the trial in Murray,
but realizes it depends on preconceived feelings of the community.
He said be thinks the Monday status hearing in Marshall County will be
the deciding ground for whether or not the judge permits a change of
venue.

Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
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This week

Phone: S094-t<>8
Twitter. 1\ lurr.l)"\tatd\e\\ s
lfWU would Ub aa event

•6 p.JD. Closing R.ec;~ptipn
I orerw Architecture and ltol.:~~~t;
Gnllury 1025, 1025 Jefferson St.,
cab, ~. free
•6:30 p.m. Scribes and Vibes; Curris
Center Dance LOuJlgc, open to all
p.m. Art Auction; Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery, open to all
•7:30 p.m. Theater l'rpduction '(Or~
phcus in the Underworld"; Rubert E.
Johnson Thcarre, free with Racerc:trd
•7:30 p.m. Oak Ridge Boys: "The Boys
Arc ll;1ck for Christmas"; 'rhc Carson
Ccnt~.•r, Paducah, Ky., $24

., a.m. Fourth AllAual One World

Tuesday

Wednesday

'Rian; Noble Park. P.aducah. Ky.. open
to all
•7 p.m. Purchase l'lay~rs Comm\lflity
Performing Arts Center "Beyond the
Glorious Garden"; Madccthou&(! The~
ater; Paducah, Ky.. SU
•7:30 p.m. Theater l'rOductlon "Or·
pheus in the Underworld"! Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, free with Kaccrcard
•7!30 p.m. Nashville Association of
Songwriter~ International; Clemens
fine Art Centt!r, West Kentucky
Community & Technical College, $6

to

appear 1n

the This week section. fill out a form in
11lc Murrg Sillrc News offlce at lU Wil'1011 Hall, lix to 809·3175 or email inforPtodttctton
pheus the Underworld"; Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, free with Racercard
•4 p.m. and 7 p.m. Larry the Cab1~
Guy: The Carsol'\ Centet, PAducah,

Ky.,$35
•7 p.m. Purchase Players O:>mmuni~
Petfurming Arts Center .. Beyond the
(,~lorious Garden"; Markethouse Theater, naducah, Ky., $12

matiOn to tbmews@lmurroystate.edu.
Me:tronnlis1 Ul., open to all

•6 p.m. Adult Beginners' Tennis
Clinic; Paul Rowton Indopr Tenni:;
Center. 5705 Old US Highway 60 W.,
Paducah, Ky., $69
•7:15 p.m. Competitive Edge Tennis
Clinic: Paul Rowton Indoor Tennis
Center. 5705 Old US l:Iighway 60 W..
Paducah, l<y,. $19

Please submit events b)' noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items rcecivcd will be published.

Thursday

•10 a.m. Walle & Talk Program; Noble
Park Shelter 19, Paducah, Ky., open to

all
•4 p.m. The Public Relations Student
Society of America; Room 106, Wil·
son Hall open to all
•S p.m. Graves High Fall Festival:
Grave!> County High School, Graves
t.>unty, Ky.. $3 entrance. $3 dinner
•7 p.m. Corn hole League: ;;oo4 Clark:
sr,, l'aducah, Ky., $30 per person, $60
pl•r team

~Police Beat
Nov.IO
2:.21 a.m. A caller requested tu
check on the welfare of a stu·
dent. An officer made contact
with the student and took an
information report.
1:29 p.m. An officer served .
criminal summons to Whitney
Swords, sophomore from
Woodburn. Ky., for fourth degree assault.
5:09 p.m. A ~·allcr rcpvrtl•d the
smell ofga~ in a wom in Black·
burn Sdcm:c Building. An officer,
the
Murray
Fire
Department nnd the state fire
:marsh;1l were notified.

Nov.ll
8:21 p.m. A tickN writer reported a s toll!n pl'rmit dis·
played in a vt•hiclc in the
Residential Circle. An officer

was notified anJ took a rcpon
for theft hy unlawful tilking
less than $500 from an uuto·
mobile.
1:20 p.m. A caller reported a
theft of a bicyde llUtside
Lovett Auditorium. An officer
was notified and took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
more than$500.
11!56 p.m. A caller reported a
noise complaint coming from
the White College parking lot.
An officer was notified.

Nov. I2
4:30 p.m. A caller reported
they Locked keys inside thl•ir
vehidc in the Rcsidcuti:ll Cir·
clc. An officer was notified
and the officer was unable to
unlock the door.
S:Sl p.m. A caller rcporto.:d
being harassed in New Rich·
mond College. An officer was
notified and took a haras~ment
report.
10:21 p.m. A caller reported

possible drinking in a room in
Hart C<lllcgc. An officer was
notified and took a report for
possc'lsion of alcohol by a
minor.

Nov.l3

port.
11:05 a.m. A caller reported
theft of property in Hester
c .ollege. An officer was noti·
fled and took a report for sec·
ond dcgrc\' burglary.

Nov.l4

12:25 a.m. An Qfficcr issued a
citation to ~arah Stodghill,
sophomore from Owensboro,
Ky.. for expired tags and no in·
surancc card.
1:02 a.m. A caller reported res·
itlents with marks on them
from a fight in Regents Coll<•gt'. An 11fficer was notified
and tuuk .tn information rc-

9:23 a.m. A caller reported an
illegally parked vehicle in Kentucky Hamilton South('aSt
parking lot. An oflicer was notified.
1:18 p.m. The Murray Fire De·
partment rt•quested b:uricades
for the sidewalk outside of

Nov.12
12:15 a.m. A Murray State Police of·
fker issued a verbal wamint for
driving on the sidewalk outside of
Regents College.

Quarters Campus Grill due to
a partially hanging sign. Facili·
tics Management was notitied.
9:25 p.m. A caller reported
being locked out oft heir car in
White College parking lot. An
officer was notified and was
able to open the vehicle.

Nov. IS
12:39 a.m. A caller reported a
window was accidentally broken inll:u·t College. An officer
and Ccmr:1l Plant were noti·
fie d.
9:58 a.m. A call~r reported a
stuck elevator in Blackburn
Scil•nce Huilding with 11 peo·
pic on board. An officer and
Facilities Management were
nurifieJ.
11:20 a.m. A caller repmtcd a
vchiclt• tll.:ciJent on 16th and
Chestnut :meets with injurit~s .
The Murray Police DeP.ar:t:.
ment, an officer :md ambulance were notified.

Nov.l6
1:41 p.m. The rvturray State Po·
lice arrested l.auren Brandon,
frcshm:m from Murray Ky., for
failure to appear in court.
3:34pm. A Murray State Police
officer took a collision report
and issued a citation to Jimiao
Zheng, junior from Murroy,
Ky., for failure of owner to
' maintatn insurance, failure to
register transfer of motor vc·
hide and oo registration

plates.
5:34p.m. A Murray State Police
officer issued a verbal warning
for fallure to illuminate head
lamps.
Motorist assists - I
Racer escorts - I
Arrests- 2
Assistant New:; Editor Jlaley

Russell compiles l'olice Beat
with materlttL~ proVJded by
l)ublic Safety. Not ull dis·
patched calls are listed.

ONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
SERVING 40 CENT WINGS
7:30 P.M. TO CLOSE

••••••••••••••••••
JOIN us FOR TRIVIA!
W EDNESDAYS AT 7P.M.
H APPY H OUR

MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6 P.M.
SATURDAY

11 A.M.-6 P.M.

Umited Time OHerl
Sign lease today
Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW.BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
Love Big Apple? 11 Like Us" on Facebook.
1-J Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
_ft..

and ba entered
into $500 gift

card drawing.
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
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· Our View

.LGBT center needed
r The staff editorial is the majority
, opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Recently a petition has started
to circulate with the intent of
creating an LGBT Center on
campus. This being a more conservative region of the state may
have some asking why such a
center would be needed here.
Every semester more than 80
students with Murray State
Alliance are educating students
around LGBT issues and supporting its diverse membership
across the University.
Will Heath, president of
Alliance, said membership is not
exclusive to a person's sexuality.
"If you're gay you don't have to
be in Alliance, just like if you're a
woman you don't have to use the 1
Women's Center," Heath said.
"The LGBT Center would just be
there if you need it."
The center would be a place to
offer support and coordinate the

many events Alliance already
holds throughout the year.
Alliance adviser Jody Cofer
said it's time for the University
to create a space that is already
being created by students.
"Let's catch up in our .infrastructure with what we're
already providing," Cofer said.
This being the case. there is no
reason the University should
delay this effort. The path leading to this center is well tread. So
many students on this campus
have sacrificed their time, grades
and reputation to support the
LGBT cause.
This space would be a permanent home for students to take
advantage of and give those students more time to focus on academics. The time and energy
invested by Alliance members is
more than enough evidence to
consider the placing of this center. Now it is up to the University to take that step in making it
1
happen.

__..___..

,,

SGA, it's time to vote
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
ofThe Murray State News.
The Student Government
Association decided not to vote
this week on whether or not to
hold a student referendum
regarding the president's plan
making students pay for part of
his proposed library.
1 SGA President Jeremiah Johnson said the SGA needs more
time to look over the prol'osed
plan to really understand the
. implications of their decision.
· This alone shotild be enough to
realize the administration is trying to push this plan on students
without reasonable study or dialogue.
Johnson said the vote would
come up again next semester.
. Hopefully this is not a move to

procrastinate the vote after a
previous the president's ultimatum at a previous SGA meeting.
The SGA has done a commendable job in dealfug with
this administration's efforts to
place the heavy burden of the
new library on students. We
hope they keep up this effort
and aren't pushing back the
decision under the umbrella of
inevitability.
"I have a feeling it will come
up again next spring,'' Johnson
said. "The Board of Regents
meets in February or March and
I'm sure it will be discussed
then."
Before this comes to Board of
Regents let's send a unified message saying students do not
want to pay for this project.
SGA, you are the voice of this
campus. Let us be heard.

lllat do ,. tllilk ...

Wfiat are your
Thanksgiving plans?
"Going home to visit as many family
members as possible."
Kellie Klessig • Owensboro, Ky.
senior

"Going to Nashville to stay at the Opryland
hotel with my family. "
"Llylor :)arke iPnton. Ky,
freshman

"Going home to eat a lot with
my family.''
Justin Wheaton • aenton, Ky
soP,homore

Allie Douglass!TJJP New~

The News
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
email: thenews~murraystate.edu
fax: 809-3175
thenews.oro
®MurraystateNews

How to fix a brokeri s)fsteni
I found myself

this week waiting in line at
the local Walmart with a
cartful of groceries wondering why l
decided
to
the
pick
longest line in
the
whole
store. With no end in sight my
mind went amiss and I did what
most people do who are waiting
in a long line. 1 began people
watching. I watched a mother
scold her child for cleverly concealing an unwanted candy-bar
between two packs of Lunchabies. I chuckled at the sight of a
young man who seemed a bit too
interested in the front cover of
Vogue magazine.
In the midst of all of this diversity, one thing remained constant.
All of these people were paying
with cards that had the stars and
stripes on them. ln fact, 1 began
to notice that the majority of people around me were using these
cards. Upon closer examination 1
realized they were all EBT cards
(electronic food stamps).
How did we get to the point
when a growing majority of
everyday people can't sufficiently
afford the basic amenities needed
for survival? How did we get to
the point where poverty. unemployment and income inequality
transcends our nation's demographics upon almost every level?
Some would like to answer

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in-Chief • 809-6877
Austin Ramsey
Elijah Phillips
News Editor • 809-4468
Online Editor • 809-5877
John Walker
Shannon Stafford
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Advertising Manager • 809-4478
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Sophie McDonald
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Production Manager • 809·5874
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these questions by blaming
Democrats or Republicans. Others would respond with the evils
of Chlne~e mercantilism and the
NAFI'A. Others would blame the
people themselves for being "lazy
welfare using crooks." While I do
not fully disagree with any of
these statements, 1 do not believe
any of these are the singular
problem for our current predicament. These issues are too micro
in nature to dictate what has happened here.
Instead we must look to the
system under which all of these
issues operate and largely owe
their existence to. This system in
question is of·course the primary
way in which most of the world
now Ot;ganizes itself both economically and politically; The
nco-liberal system.
Also
largely
known
as
Reaganomics. this system has
now been in place since the late
1970's in response to the wheels
flying off the prior capitalist system of Keynesianism. Adopted by
most developed countries and
later shoved down the throats of
developing nations through IMF
restructuring, this "new way"
promised new found wealth and
easy access to capital through the
liberalization of the free market.
It appears that now in the 21st
century, we are returning instead
to 19th century economics where
wealth is concentrated in the
hands of a few. In the U.S.
between 1979 and 2004 the
wealthiest 1 percent of our population saw an increase of their

national income by 78 percent
Compare thiS to the 80 percent of
Americans who experienced an
income share drop of IS percent
during the same time.
This accounts to a wealth transfer of some $664 billion from an
overwhelming majority of people
to a very small minority. Yes,
there was new found wealth created from this system. The only
problem is that it has only benefited a miniscule amount of our
society.
This system has effectively
turned the majority of American
society into a three-class system.
An underclass that is caught
between welfare and low wages, a
middle class that is heavily indebt and increasingly subject to
job and retirement security, and a
class of super-rich ..elite" that
seem to be above all laws of taxation and criminality.
Many developing countries in
Africa and South America have
seen income inequality explode
since the onslaught of nco-liberalism through IMF restructuring.
In fact the only thing neo-liberalism has ever achieved in every
single country it's been implemented in is to increase the gap
between the rich and poor.
Neither the left nor right seems
capable of channeling this system
into benefiting society as a whole.
However, I give you no alternative. My goal is for you to realize,
if you haven't already, that this
system is failing for the majority
of u.s. What you wish to do about
it, I leave up to you.

Write to us! ·
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor Letters should be 300 words or less. Con·
lrlbulors shotlld include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the nQht to edit for styte. Jength and content. No anonymous ccntributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.org. Contribu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and
not that. of The Murray State News.
.
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Th;' N~Wlllr 'v~ to b~ theUmverslly community's $llurc~ for mrormatlon. Our ooal is to present that information in a lair an<l unbl·
J~~d manner and Pro~ld~ d free and open rorum lor expression and debate,
r/1~ N~ll'l ls d des1goat~d public forum Student ed1tors nave authority to make all content decisions willlout ce~orship or advance
dPpro,dl Tt•e p~p~r oHm a hands-on learmnq envrronroent f01 studl!llts interested 111 jwmailsm. The campus press should be free
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lht NewN prt j)ilred ao~ edited bv ~ludenls and is an official publication of Murrav State University, T~e first copy ls free. Addl·
liqnal c~pies are available ror 25 cents at IIi Wilson Hall.
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Letters to the Editor
States are doing better than
the federal government at
enrolling people in high-risk
insurance pools. according to a
recent Government · Accountability Office (GAO) report. As
of April 30, the 27 states that
operate their own high-risk
pools had enrolled 15,781 individuals with pre-existing conditions that were previously
unable to secure affordable
health care coverage.
Meanwhile, the federallyoperated pool for the 23 other
states and the District of Colum-

Jaywalking

bia had enrolled only 5,673 individuals.
This is strong evidence that
crucial aspects of the Affordable
Care Act are best managed at
the state level. And it should
help answer the question as to
whether states should choose to
oversee the establishment of
new, competitive health insurance marketplaces that the .
Mfordablc Care Act calls for by
2014.
The law allows these health
insurance marketplaces. or
exchanges, to be established and

administered by individual
states or, failing that, they will
be established and administered
federally.
At the Center for Rural
Affairs. since early in the debate
over the Affordable Care Act we
have maintained that individual
states should take the bull by the
horns where they can - e.g. high
risk insurance pools and health
insurance marketplaces - and
control their own health care
destiny.
Moreover, the best ways to
address the health care chal-

Scanning The Murray State News and being
a big fan of"Prairie Home Companion," I naturally read the column by Mr. Walker titled
"Prairie Home Reality." While I would not
disagree with most of what Mr. Walker said,
most of what he said had nothing to do with
the show. He made the jump from the show
to the past with the sentence "The show has
a way of looking back to a world my generation has never experienced and making it
look wonderful."
I was introduced to the show 30 years ago.
It has not changed appreciably and it has
always been about the present, not the past.
Perhaps the tribute to a bluegrass musician
who has passed away disguised the nature of
the show to a flrst-timer, but that topic was
an exception and a very nice one.
This same "Prairie Home Companion" has
frequently hosted the group, Old Crow Medicine Show, the same group that had hoards
of students jumping around the floor of

Lovett Auditorium like popcorn last year.
The "News from Lake Wobegon" is news of
what happened this past week, not past
decades.
I recommend that you listen to the show a
few times. You will note that the only thing
old about it is the format. My 12:':year-old
enjoys it. Too bad it won't be around to enjoy
during his adult years.
We often hear about the ''simple things" in
life being free. "Prairie Home Companion" is
one of the "fmer things" and it is also free.

(This letter is a resonse to the article titled
"Local election turnout tops at 27%, county
offlcials say" in the Nov. ll edition of the The
Murray State News.)
Earlier this month the population of Kentucky sent a strong message to its leadership. Yes, I am talking about Election Day,
but I am not .r eferring to Gov. Beshear's
landslide victory.
As The Murray State News dutifully
reported, Beshear responded to his election
by saying "I asked voters to send a strong
message, a message rejecting the politics of
obstruction, the politics of division and the
politics of religious intolerance. And today,
they have sent that message in the strongest
possible terms."

But Governor Beshear completely misinterpreted the results of the election. Of the
people who voted, I would be willing to bet
that the vast majority of them were simply
voting along the same party lines they have
for years, which is hardly an indictment of
the politics of division. Those who were
really fed up with party politics as it is were
probably among the almost 75,000 people
who voted for the independent Gatewood
Galbraith'.
The real message in this election was sent
by the vast majority of the population who
did not vote. The truth revealed by the 72
percent of people who stayed home from the
polls is that participatory democracy in our
state is sick and dying. The concept of self-
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lenges that rural communities
face will vary widely from state
to state. A federal health insurance marketplace will never
address those unique rural challenges as well as a marketplace
administered by the state.

John Crabtree
Center for
Rural Affairs

j
Dan Thompson
non-student from
Murray. Ky

20%

Yes No

government upon which our country was
founded is either no longer cherished, or
thought to be unobtainable by most.
It is sad that things have sunk so low in a
country which has been an inspiration for
democracy around the world, and I sincerely hope we can rebuild our dignity and begin
to exercise our rights more often.

Caleb Johnson
junior from
Bowling Green, Ky.

Opinions are
worthless until
they appear in the
public rec9rd.
So stop thinking
about your bid for the
presidency and send us
all of your crazy ideas.
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Radical roots
This week
attended the second Roots concert
ever hosted on
campus. Without
a doubt it is one of
the highlights of
this semester.
Being able to
John Walker hear everything
Opinion Editor from fiddle, tin
flute and stand up
base is enough for any fan of acoustic
music. And while sitting there and
listening to Celtic. blues and bluegrass I thought on the idea of "roots."
It's an interesting concept and, for
many Americans, a point of much
pride. In a land where only a few are
native the importance of tradition
and community is amplified.
My family is Scotch-Irish, or so I
have been led to believe. Of course
there are many branches to every
family, but my paternal line traces its
roots back to the hill country of
northern Ireland. At some point,
around 300 years ago, that angry
bunch of Presbyterians I call my
ancestors made their way to North
America and didn't stop till they saw
the Ohio Valley. At least that's the
way I like to tell it. The details are
there if you want them. This story is
only important to me and a few million other people with a similar one.
But it is our story. That is what
makes it special.
Every family has a story. The more
legendary or mythical that story, the
better. That is not to say truth is not
important. But when we use our oral
traditions and pass them on there
will always be an embellished or cen·
sored version. My story, whether it is
the historical account or the campfife version, is so very different than
a lot of the people I will meet in my
lifetime. As fellow countrymen we
should relish in each other's tales ~nd
myths, taking everything we can
from them.
Our diversity is what sets us apart
from other countries. And the mixed
cultures we create are just as important as tl:ie ones we are trying'to hold
on to. This conflict between the old
and the new is what defines the '
American identity. If we ever lose
this conflict by becoming complacent or mediocre in our culture it
would 'be as if someone cut out the
heart of the American experiment.
To me this is the ultimate sign of
respect. It leads to an understanding
of why other people act and behave
the way they do. Once this happens,
everything about that person can be
put into context. I certainly have
nothing in common with someone
from New Orleans. Where I am an
Appalachian, they are Creole and
Cajun. I come from old time and
bluegrass, where they come from
jazz, blues and Zydeco. But how I
love jazz. It's so unique and so enticing to me I would listen to anyone
from New Orleans talk about their
experiences in "The Big Easy" any
time of day. They may not be my
roots, but they are just as important
to what makes us all who we are.
Without them we become lost in an
ocean of misunderstanding.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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chosen outstanding grad
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor

Nate Brelsford/7he News

Becky Mosbacher, senior from Prairie Du Roche, Ill.. is the semester's outstandlncj oraduate.

From growing up on a farm and
becoming her father's farmhand,
Becky Mosbacher, senior from
Prairie Du Roche, lll.. has always
loved agriculture and has added
another achievement on her list of 22
awards: Outstanding Graduate.
Mosbacher never expected to win
the award when she gave her exten·
sive resume, detailing more than six
jobs and internships within the ;tgricultural field, memberships of three
different agriculture organizations on
campus, to the Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities &
Colleges honors program.
When she received a call from
Mike Young. assistant vice president
of Student Affairs, she did not believe
she bad actually won the award.
"l got a call Monday morning from
Mike Young asking if J had gotten a
letter.'' she said. "And I told him I got
one from Who's Who. but I hadn't
gotten anything else and he told me I
got it lmd 1 was like '1 got what?' I just
wasn't expecting lt.'"
Mosbacher said ·she was encour·
aged by the School of Agriculture on
campus to apply for outstanding
graduate.
"l was always kind of told that if
you're eligible for an award. it's never
going to hurt to apply, because you
may get it," she said.
Mosbacher said when she began

organized a parade downtown celebrating Vet·
erans Day.
Alison Marshall, associate director for the
transfer center and Veteran Affairs, said the
event was to commemorate Veterans Day and to
recognize those who have given to the United
States and the families who have also sacrificed.
The Veterans Student Organization is a new
group that started on campus this fall.
Marshall said there are more than 300 veteran
students on campus, including the regional
campuses.
Many veteran students attend the regional
campus at the Fort Campbell Army Education
Center in Fort Campbell, Ky.
"It's my honor to salute our veterans, wound·
' ed warriors, fallen soldiers and active duty mil·
itary from all branches of service." Marshall
said. "In recognizing these men and women, we
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer
remember them with gratitude."
. She said the student veterans are a great
group of men and wotii~n WhO are tookidg for-a
'fhe Veterans Student Otgattii4Jtion. held a
ceremony on the steps of Lovett' Auditorium
supportive environment.
Marshall said it is important to recognize
Frid:ty to honor active duty military members
and veterans.
those who have served and sacrificed, and given
"Ibe ceremony included a presentation of col·
so much of themselves so the American people
ors by the University's ROTC colorguard and a
can have freedom.
The students know there are other people
performance of the National Anthem by the
Murray State Symphonic Wind Ensemble brass
who have been through what they have been
section.
through.
'Jbe Veterans of .Foreign Wars of Murray also
"It is a great o~portunity for them to get

University
remembers,

honors local

service vets

searching for colleges to attend, she
looked for the best agriculture pro·
gram, but it was Murray State's
ambiance and atmosphere and the
people who occupied it that con·
vinced her.
"But what really sold me was the
people and the teachers, I don't know,
I just felt welcome," she said.
Before coming to Murray State,
Mosbacher said she never had a job;
she bad worked on her family's farm.
The jobs that have equipped her
for her future goals of becoming a
livestock consultant and dream of
one day owning her own farm have
been her part time position at' the
Bovine Consulting Associates in
Mayfield, Ky., and her administrative
work in the E.B. Howton Agricultural
Engineering Building.
Directly after graduation, Mos·
bacher said she plans on attending
.graduate school at Murray State and
trying to find internships and jobs.
"rm applying for a farm credit
internship and hopefully working in a
loan office or something like that; I'm
also trying to find a position for an
insurance adjuster for farm and livestock and then there's a Noble Foun·
dation out in Oklahoma that does
farm research," she said.
In her life, Mosbacher said she has
had a lot of people who have influenced her.
Her family. though, bas influenced
her the most.
Mosbacher's favorite part about

being on a farm and working on a
farm is the feeling that she owns
something and helping feed people.
"Feeling that it's yours and that
you've accomplished something and
that you're working closely with God
and it's just part of His creation (is
the best part)," she said. "And you're
feeding the world. One farmer feeds
around ISO people, so that, in and of
itself is .kind of amazing."
Along with Mosbacher's 3.92 grade
point average and now 23 awards, she
is the Chancellor of Alpha Zeta hon·
orary agriculture fraternity and chair
of the Murray State Agriculture Lead·
ership Council.
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said the entire pur·
pose of the University is to help stu·
dents excel.
"The whole purpose of the institu·
tion is to educate and graduate our
students and so I think Murray State
has its emphasis in the right place
because we recognize our outstand·
ing graduate and that's who speaks at
commencement," he said.
Robertson also said it was impor·
tant the University recognizes its out·
standing students.
Said Robertson: "This individual is
not only reflected by the entire stu·
dent body and not only reflects the
academics but the opportunities our
students have here to learn outside
the classroom."
Contact Russell at hrussell@
murraystate.edu.

together." Miller said. ''The organ.ization serves
as a support group for veterans where they can
share experiences, or just a way for them meet
other feUow veterans and build new friendships.
She said the organization is becoming active
and starting to participate in more activities on
campus.
The Office of the President and Veterans
Affairs sponsored a reception to inaugurate the
opening of the new Veteran Student Lounge,
located in Room 300 of Alexander Hall.
G.I. Jobs magazine named the University a top
military friendly school for 20U.
"The men and women who serve in the United States military show commitment, courage
and great patriotism toward their country," Josh
Jacobs, chief of staff, said.
At the football game against Austin Peay State
University on Nov. U, veteran student Adam
Hort~n was involved in the coin toss as a part of
"Protect aDd serve." ~- members
of tbe'1oc:ilp0Uce ~n~~nts were
reco8XUzed.
.
Members of the White College Honor Society
joined White College residents as they presented flowers and shared words of gratitude for
those who have served.
"We show true appreciation as we salute
these men and women ," Marshall said.

Contact Anderson
murraystate.edu.

at

manderson22@

Ruhlman/T/Je Nt•ws

Aveteran stands at attention durlno the parade.

Alliance starts LGBT Center petition
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

Meghann Anderson
Stnff. writer
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Last week students and faculty members received an email
prompting users to send their myGate passwords to a website.
Linda Miller, chief information officer, said the email sc.am
specifically targeted the University.
"The problem is that once you have given them your info you
don't know anything has happened," Miller said.
Miller said a lot of people don't think they have anything
important, but when you give away credentials the hackers can
usc your email account to send out spam.
"The email basically said we're from your friendly Murray State
.3Upport staff, go to this website and fill in your information for
myGate," Miller said.
Not everyone on campus received the spam email; but the
email was sent to St1me faculty and students. University President
Randy Dunn also received the email.
·
Miller said spear phlshing is email scamming targeting people
in an organization. The email wanted users' myGate passwords.
Miller said once they have your password they can use it for
everything: Faccbook, email, and Blackboard because people usu·
ally use the same pas!>"WOrds for all accounts.
Miller said a big issue with the scam would be if a student
worker or an employee in the Bursar's Office email was hacked;
they have access to a lot of important University systems that
could empty bank accounts.
She said sometimes the spam eiruills are ha~er-based comput·
cr programs coming up with common names and different com·
binations that generate fake emails.
Miller said the information technology staff blocked the latest
spam email was blocked once it was discovered.
Miller said people on campus can protect themselves by using
more complicated passwords.
"If you don't have a secure a password, it takes literally seconds
to guess the password," Miller said. "The only defense is to
change it regularly and make sure the password is complex."
Brian Purcell, security officer for information systems. said
users can call the email administrator for University mail, at the
help desk at 809·2346 for more help on how to prevent scams.
Miller said the scam is not a failure on the part of the University. Out of all emails in the world, 80 to SS percent of them are
spammed, and an increasingly high number are malicious.
She said not all spam emails are malicious in that they target
user's monetary information; some transmit a virus to the user's
computer just by opening the email, which Miller said is unfavor·
able, but easier to mend.
Michael Mangold, sophomore from Murray, sald he received
t lw spam email but did not submit his information to the system.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.edu.

Educators, advocates, mentors, facilitators • these words are
rarely used to define students, but they are at the core of describing the students who make up Murray State Alliance.
Alliance, an organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans·
gender and straight allied students. is circulating a petition for an
LGBT Resource Center.
The electronic petition is available online at equalityfedera·
tion.org. The full link can be found on the Murray State AUiance
Facebook page.
Members are also collecting signatures across campus.
Alliance hopes the University will provide an office an<\.:coor·
dinator for LGBT services and take the burden off of the students
who host approximately 40 to 45 programs a year.
"We're doing educational work to the whole campus about
what LGBT is." Jody Cofer, Alliance adviser, said. "That is a serv·
ice to the whole institution and it's really not fair for the student
organization to carry the brunt of that work. There's only so much
they can do because they are students. and the faculty and staff
that we have that support the Alliance organization and the LGBT
community in general is really stretched."
Alliance member and former officer Chris Morehead, senior
from Paducah, Ky., said having a center could increase graduation
rates for LGBT students.
"Students need to be students on campus: they need to feel like
they can be a student," Morehead said. "I feel that some past stu·
dents have been robbed of being students on campus because
they've had to be facilitators in educating the community on
LGBT issues. which isn't fair for them because they should be
focusing on the paper they have due next week."
Cofer said having an LGBT Center would provide a foundation
for what Alliance has .already created in programming and peer
support. Cofer said the current efforts are plagued with instabili·
ty and lack of time.
"I get emails weekly from peers around the country that are '
running LGBT centers or working in the LGBT movement that
say things like 'I'm continually amazed at how you all pull this off
without a resource center,"' Cofer said. "And my response as of
late is 'we're tired.' The students are really giving it their all and
it's not sustainable over the long haul and it's not fair to them."
With an executive board that changes every year, Cofer said
having a center could provide consistency among other advantages.
"We need a resource center to have a coor~tpr to coordinate
these efforts that to some extent we're already doing," Cofer sald.
"Let's catch up in our infrastructure with what we're already providing."
One of the most important aspects of having a center would be
the available counseling, Morehead said.
"Having an LGBT Center would be great for students who are
LGBT and need counseling because then they can have somebody, a safe place they can go to, to sympathize with how they
feel," Morehead said.

Cofer said providing that counseling is something Alliance
members are not qualified to do.
"Our student Alliance gets inquiries from students all the time
about they're having trouble coming out or they need to talk, to
someone," Cofer said. "They need an LGBT face to sit down and
talk to. and sometimes those conversations do cross a line of not
being appropriate for one student to have to deal with another
student.''
Will Heath, president of Alliance and senior from Mayfield, Ky.,
said having someone who is educated in LGBT issues would be
beneficial to those who need counseling.
·
"Students are not trained in counseling so we can offer peer
support," Heath said. "I'm just a student, I'm a McNair Scholar
and I work. I don't have time in a physical day with each and
every person to keep up with what's going on in their lives."
Heath said he hopes an LGBT Center would provide a central
figure and location similar to that of the Women's Center and
Office of Multicultural Affairs. He sald it would be important to
realize the resources are there for students who need help.
"If you're gay you don't have to be in Alliance, just like if you're
a woman you don't have to use the Women's Center," he said.
"The LGBT Center would just be there if you need it."
Cofer said he is confident the University will take action in the
future to increase LGBT resources on campus as it is part of the
recently passed Murray State Diversity Plan for 2011-15.
In the Campus Climate section the plan states Murray State
"will advance education efforts involving sexual orientation and
gender identity/expression through programming and campus·
based services." It also mentions providing educational materials,
training for the Safe Zone program and establishing an LGBT fra·
ternity/sorority.
Cofer said administration is aware of the LGBT Center support.
As former co-chair and current member of the President's Commission on Diversity and Inclusion. he said he plans to continue
pushing the need for the center.
"I think we need to have a discussion about how we can prior·
itize (the center) and how we can get that factored into how we
go forward," Cofer said. "There are lots of things we've got to bal·
ance ln the Diversity Plan and 1 know that's something the Com·
mission will be talking about with our new chairperson, but I will
certainly be speaking out for the LGBT community."
Sonya Baker, chair of the Commission, said the committee has
not met recently, but expects to discuss the LGBT Center at its
next gathering.
"We will talk about it, absolutely," Baker said. "The president
and provost have asked us to look at that."
Brian Kinnaman, Alliance vice president and senior from
Berlin, Germany, said there are approximately 130 signatures writ·
ten and electronically submitted. Electronic submissions arc
being sent directly to Sonya Baker, chair of the President's Commission on Diversity and Inclusion. '
•
A faculty/staff petition for an LGBT Resource Center, started py
Jeff Osborne, professor of English, was submitted with 121 signa·
tures to Provost Bonnie Higginson two weeks ago.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Top 10 bizarre 'sports'
Sometimes people just don't know .---......,
when to stop. Below is a list of the top 10
bizarre sports (I use the word loosely) I
could find, I'm not trying to sway your
opinion of these sports, but they are flat
out ridiculous and are hardly an athletic
feat. However. to my amazement, they all
have a decent following. Again: ridicu·
lous.

Sophie
McDonald

No.lO Shin Kklring

A common sport in Britain, shin kick·
Sports Editor
ing is as crazy as it sounds. Two men
wearing knee socks stuffed with straw go out in a field and
kick their opponent's shins until they fall to the ground. The
Shin Kicking Association of Britain even has a motto: "If it
ain't broke, yer not kickin' hard enough!" I couldn't make
that up.

No. 9 Chessbonng
Since chess is as exciting as watching paint dry, fans of the
game added boxing to try and make it a knock out sport to
appeal to the masses. Held in a boxing ring, a cbessboxing
fight consists of two opponents playing alternating rounds
of chess and boxing. A knockout, checkmate or a few other
things determine the winner, but the goal is to be the
smartest toughest athlete left in the ring.

No. 8 Sauna World Championsblps
Held annually in Finland since 1999, the Sauna World
Championships is raising the bar (and the temperature) on
all other sporting events. Competitors from around the
globe gather to bake themselves for at least 10 minutes in a
sauna with a temperature set around 260 degrees Fahren·
heit. There are rules about the way you sit and body placement but the point is the competitors are literally sitting in
an oven. Even though there is a medical staff on hand in case
of emergencies, this doesn't sound very smart. In fact, a
Finnish man died last year from scalding to death. This sport
is too hot for me.

No. 7 Redneck Games
The Redneck Games began in Dublin, Ga., in 1996 as a way
to raise money for charity after jokes were made about red·
necks in Atlanta hosting the '96 Olympic Games. With sports
including the hubcap hurl, the bobbin' for pig's feet fest, red·
neck horseshoes - in which toilet seats are the objects
thrown, watermelon seed spitting contest and a mud pit
belly flop contest, the Redneck Games have had more than
95,000 individuals in attendance over the last decade and
claim to be "more fun than indoor plumbing." What could be
better than that?!

,

Photos by Ryan Richardson/The News

Senior forward Donte Poole, from Las V89as. Nev., scored a career-high 18 points In the team's 76-49 victory over Hams-Stowe Friday night at the CFSB Center.

Murray State Men's"
Basketball

76

.c.

No.6 Toe Wre~
"l!
Thfs takes gripping~o a whole new leveL Beginning
outsi<le a pub in oer&ysblte, United Kingdom in 1976, the
World Toe Wrestling Competition involves two people locking big toes in attempt to force their challenger's foot off the
ground. Organizers of the sport applied for inclusion in the
Olympics but to their dismay were declined. This "sport"'
grosses me out and, to my surprise, has a large female competitor base.
•

No. S Portable Toilet Racing
In Lithuania, people have found a new winter sport pushing outdoor portable toilets (you know, the big, disgust·
ing blue boxes with toilets inside we see at almost every out·
door event) across a frozen lake. What's even better is that
there is actually someone, a "competitor", inside the
portable toilet while four people serve as the designated
pushers. The goal is to make it around a track on the lake
while the competitor inside the portable potty remains on
the throne - the first to reach the fmish line is crowned the
champion.

Junior forward Brandon Garrett dunks durino his 16 minutes of play.

No. 4 World Beard and Moustache Championships
My assistant, Dylan Stinson. is going to love this. There
are actually beard and moustache clubs around the world
that come together for the world championships held in a
different country each year. Competitions are held within
three categories: full beard, partial beard and moustache.
Within each of those classifications are six subcategories
used for judging the best facial hair in the world. The win·
ners, who work for years for facial hair perfection, are
awarded medals and bragging rights of the best beards in the
world.

Murray State Women's
Basketball

76
•

Evcmsville

61

No. 3 Camel Wrestling
Startling statistic No. 1: ln Thrkey, there are more than
1,200 camel wrestlers bred specifically for competitions. Do
you get that? These are competitive camels bred specifically
for wrestling other camels. Who thinks of these things? During the day of the tournament, camels and their owners are
dressed in specific garb and are welcomed to the wrestling
field with a marching band. In this match, there are three
ways to determine which camel wins: if the camel makes its
rival escape from the field, if the camel draws hiS rival with
different tricks and games that his rival cannot stand and
cries or if the camel makes his rival fall with tricks and sits
on it. The winner gets a Thrkish rug and you can't beat that.

The student section shows blue and gold pride as they cheer on the basketball teams to triumph.

No. 2 Ladder Racing
This one is actually pretty cool. Firemen from around the
U.S. compete in extreme ladder racing, where competitors
line up, grab a 12-foot ladder, run to a tall wall, throw the lad·
der against it and climb up as fast as possible. The winner is
the one who gets up fastest. It's fascinating.

.

No. 1 E:l:treme Ironing
With its origin in the United Kingdom in 1997, extreme
ironing was created when a man known as Steam wanted to
go rock climbing but had a lot of ironing to do. Steam decided to combine both tasks and extreme ironing was birthed.
Participants from around the world iron their clothes while
water skiing, hang gliding, skate boarding, bicycling, under·
water diving and more.
For videos of all these bizarre sports, check out tbenews.org.

Senior guard Mallory Schwab saves the ball before qolno on to score six points durino the women's season opener Friday.
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Football safety Tim Adkisson
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Football
Favorite color:
Blue

Athlete

Spotlighl:
Tim Adkisson
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Sophomore Tim Adkisson has some pretty
sweet moves; they just aren't seen on the field.
Adkisson, a safety from Milan, Tenn.. can be
seen performing dances on the sidelines whenever rhe Racers make a play on the field.
"(On) game day we've got a nice little crowd.''
Adkisson said. "Coach always wants us to come
out and have fun so I carry it out onto thl.' field
and have fun. My job is to get everyone on the
sidelines pumped and that's how I go ab{.lUt it."
Adkisson is close to his teammates and likes
· keeping spirits high and energetic on the side. lines.
''We're just like brothers and we all like to have
, fun," he said. "Since I don't play that much, they
all looked at me to be the one on the sideline and
get everybody going. We're dose; we're more
, like a team now."
Instead of bemoaning his lack of playing time.
"The Dancing Racer" said he will remain a posi, tivc force on the sidelines and will be ready
, when the coach needs him.
"I'm always going to be the same person from
here on out," Adkisson said. "fll always be on the
sidelines dancing because that's part of me having fun. When I'm out on the field, I'll sell out for
the team and do what I can whenever my num. bcr is called."
After spending last season as a rcdshirt freshman, Adkisson maintained a strenuous workout
regimen in the offseason in order to prepare for
this season's rigors. The payoff of hard wort< and
determination has put Adkisson on kickoff and
punt coverage teams.
.
"I'm glad that I've had the opportunity to walk' on and make the team," he said. "When I played
high school football, it gave me a lot of mental
toughness and hard work ethic I needed and l
just carried that over to here."
Walking on to the team, however, was no easy
task for Adkisson.
"As a walk-on, they expect more out of me and
it's harder to try and make it," he said. "I'm just
going to work my tail off and make myself better."
Adkisson said high school football sharpened
the mentality needed to succeed in a college
football program and has put;hecl·him to be a better player overall.
On game days, Adkisson follows a tradition by
watching game film on some of his favorite de-

Favorite drink:
Hi-C

Favorite food:
Pizza (bacon, pepperoni)

Favorite movie:
"The Blind Side"

Fastest 40m time:
·4.5 seconds

Favorite place to eat in Murray:
Zaxby's

Favorite NFL team:
Carolina Panthers
Home:
College Courts
fensive standou ts from the University of Miami.
"I watch YouTube videos of Ed Reed and Ray
Lewjs before. games tO get my mind going," he
said. "They get me ready for the b"lUne."
Adkisson follows the Carolina Panthers, who
in 2003 made a miraculous run to the Super Bowl
behind excellent team chemistry and bard work
ethic, qualities the Racers have this year as a
team, he said.
"I remember watching Stephen Davis run, and
just something about that football team really inspired me," he said. "I've been following them
ever since."
For rfo", trowever, t'he Racers tnspife him to
dance on the sidelines.

Favorite music:
R&B, Hip-Hop
last good movie:
''Transformers 3"

Contact Marlowe
murraystate.edu.

*Exclusions apply,
please see sto$
fc:>r details.
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Football

Open Mouth, Insert Football

NBA loss is this NCAA fan's gain

Photos by Mclr~5<1

Ruhlman/The New(

Junior quarterback Casey Brockman runs during his record·settlng performance Saturday,

No. 14 senior defensive end Jamal Crook and No. 24 senior
defensive back Dontrell Johnson wait in the tunnel.

Last game, a must win
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
It all comes down to Saturday.
Playing away for the final game of the season, the Racers (6-4, 4-3
OVC) must land ... victory over the Southeast Missouri State Redhawks
(3-7, 2-5 OVC) to even be considered for this year's Football Championship Subdivision playoff.o;;.
· Even then, it's not a guarantee. The Racers need some teams to lose
and some teams to win this wt>ekcnd in order to shake up the OVC standings and propel them to the playoffs.
The focus this week, however, \\':15 not on the playoffs, but the importance of finishing on a strong note and improving to 7-4 un the season.
Tunior defensive back Julian Whitehead said confidence was high in
the locker room nfter a victory over Austin Pcay and hoped the confi·
dencc would roll into Saturday's matchup.
"We're just trying to keep momentum heading into this week," Whitehead said. ''They'll be excited to play and it's going to hl• :1 pretty good
matchup."
Last year, SEMO beat Murray State 30-17 to hand them their first OVC
loss of tht: season. However, this year it will be junior quarterback Casey
Brt)ckman (305 passing yards per game) and senior running back Mike
Harris (99 rushing yards per game) at the helm to attempt a payback.
SEMO, which runs :1 unique option offense, is led by senior quarterback Matt Scheible. Scheible leads the team in passing and in rushing,
throwing for 132 yards and rushing for 86 yards a game.
Behind Schl'iblc are freshmen running backs Lcnnies McFerren,
Spencer Davis, A.J. Cobb and freshman defensive back Ron Coleman, all
of whom average nearly 30 yards rushing per game and could carry the

ball at any time during Saturday's matchup.
Junior defensive baek Darius Buck said the team spent most of practice this week workiJ\g on assignmt·nts and trying to not get caught out
of position to make a play.
"They try tO beat you to the outside," Huck said. uWe'rc working really
hard to stop the optiun."
SEMO boasts the best rushing offense in the OVC, averaging 224 yards
per game, while the Racers give opponents 180 yards per game.
Coach Chris Hatcher said depth, even nt the end of the year, is still a
major concern for this weekend's matchup.
"We've got key guys that have been getting banged up," Hatcher said.
uour staff has a done a good job in putting the guys in the right position
to be successful."
Hatcher said he was not put off by Sr:MO's record on the season and
has the guys prepared for a tough away game.
"This is a vt>ry challenging game for us," he said. "They've played
everyone down to thl• wire and they've been in every ballgame they've
played."
Containing the option was the key for practice this week, but Hatcher
said SEMO has other means of moving the ball.
"They give you a bunch of different furmations you have to work on."
he said. "They give yuu the option, they'll run the power game and then
they'll run four-wide and throw it."
SEMO's defensive schemes, Hatcher said, are anybody's guess.
"They just give you so many looks," he said. "You don't really know
what to expect from them. Thcy have a new ddensh·e coordinator, so
there are a lot of unknowns when trying to plan."
Kickoff is 2 p.m. Saturday at Houck Stadium in Cape Gir:trdeau, Mo.
Conta<:t Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murray£tate.edu.

Rifle

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
After tW\l matches of descending scores, the
rifle team is back to its old self. winning its last
match against Ohio State University with a
score of 4,621.
The win. which was eight points shy of the
Racers' highest s~.:ore of the season, meant
more to the team than just improving scores.
It stands as proof Murray State can plow
through any difficulty.
Head Coach Alan Lollar also said the win
and preceding two-week slump has been a
learning experience for his shooters.
"I've got a group of shooters that .r eally care
about doing well for the team and for each
other and sn they're working as hard as they
can work," Lollar said. "There arc ups and
downs. For two years we've been going up at a
pretty steady pace. You just can't always go up.
This is one of those down times but l think we
have the character to fight through it. I think
when you struggle for something and sacrifice
for something you become closer to the people that put as much value on it as you do."

Kyle Donnan, junior shooter from Galway,
N.Y., not only agreed. but said he thinks the
team's downturn could be over.
"We'ye been struggling for a little while, but
this last match was an improvement. so that
put us back on track, hopefully." Donnan salli.
"After that last match we're more prepared for
tht- rest of the season. We had a few matches
that were not our best but we're definitely back
in the upswing now. lt was bad that we were
down that low but it gave us our bottom and
now all we can do is improve."
This weekend Murray State heads to West
Point, N.Y.. to face off against Texas Christian
University and Anny. TCU shot its best match
of the season at Murray State earlier this
month with a score of 4,701. Thus far, Army's
top score is 4,663.
•J feel really good about it," Lollar said. "It's
always nice to go somewhere you don't go
every year. So 1 think they're looking forward
to the trip up there. The competition will he
tough, though. TCU's arguably the best team
in the country and Army has put together areally consistent first semester so competing
with them is what we strive to do I think if we

can rise to the level of our competition it has
the chance to be the best weekend yet."
In fact, TCU is so good, Donnan said their
level of competition is what the Racers strive
for.
"As a team they'rc one of the best out there,"
Donnan said. "It's tons of fun to compete
against them because they are very good competitors and a great team to hang out with.
They're shooting awesome this year and it
would be great if Murray could rebound and
get dose to them. That's a little out of the picture right now. We've got a lot of work to do."
Regardless of how the match goes, Donnan
said he thinks his team and the newfound
closeness will be more than enough to carry
them through the rest of their season.
~we had a rough start to ·t he season." Donnan said. "We lo~t a couple of shooters. I feel
that now we have a much stronger. closer team.
And after the win this weekend and coming
back up in score it's definitely brought us a
new sense of team. As long as we can keep that
going we'll be fine."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@

mu.rraystatc.edu.

I don't mourn the NBA lockout.
I realize that pro hoops were just
becoming watchable again, and
now we might not have a season. l
also realize there were a bundle of
storylines coming off last season
that fans were ready to jump back
into.
LeBron, D-Wade and the Miami
Ben
Heat. The Celtics and their quest
for one more ring before breaking
Morrow
up the elderly threesome of Spons columnist
l'ierce, Allen and Garnett. Dirk,
Mark Cuban and the Mavs. Kobe and the Lakers.
What's going to happen with Chris Paul, Deron
Williams or other potential free agents? Which team
will be the next one to stockpile talent and make a
Miami-like run? And on and on.
Not this year. It now looks as if the N8A will be replacing the daytime drama of h ighlight reels and free
agent rumors for the second rate soap opera "As the
(Hoops) World Burns."
Oh well.
Like you, 1 don't understand why multimillionaires
and multibillionaires can't decide how to properly
split the annual revenue from $25,000 courtside seats
and $9 beers. Most fans become angry while listening
to the bluebloods and the athletes arguing over a
"fair" split of obscene profits in the middle of such a
rotten economy. The NBA haS the opportunity to ruin
the momentum it had just started to gain back.
That's their loss.
I don't care which side is right and which side is
wrong. I've got college basketball.
1 have been chomping at the bit to get into the college basketball season, and now it's here in full force.
The lack ofNBA games. at least for part of the season.
will mean that NCAA games will have to fill the void.
To me, that's a good thing. This season promises to be
full of great match ups and compelling stories on the
collegiate level. It comes without the headaches of
collective bargaining because, let's face it, universities
make all the dollars while college players work for
free. But that's another column ... or three.
For me, college hoops is simply the best. What other
sport can be played on the deck of an aircraft carrier?
The sight of kids playing a kids' game in an electrifyingly fraternal environment is simply unmatched.
Watching Coach K embracing Bob Knight after
breaking Knight's all-time record for wins on '1'\J.esday
was a special moment. I think this season has more
special moments coming. I hope one of them is watching former Ra.cer coach Billy KeQDed}' taking his place
on the Texas A&M sidelines and leading his Aggies to
a successful season. Personally. I'm ready to pick my
spot in the Stampede at the RSEC (urn, I mean- ahem
-the CFSB Center) and scream my head offfor my
Racers until March.
N8A? What NBA?
On a national level, the Association was unable to
grab several oflast year's talented freshmen. UConn's
Jeremy Lamb, Ohio State's Jared Sullinger and North
Carolina's Harrison Bam et all -:return for-their sophomore seasons w ith the opportunity to reach the national championship and vie for Player of the Year
honors. last year's great freshman class largely stuck
around to play with this year's talented crop of newhies.
This offers the possibility of an overall level of play
we haven't seen in years. Maybe this season will allow
us to hearken back to days w hen NCAA basketball
was more than a battle of AAU freshmen auditioning
for the NBA. This year we might see the real molding
of some very good teams.
As we peruse the schedule, several great matchups
loom on the horizon; UK/UNC, UK/Louisville, Ohio
State/Duke. Florida/Syracuse, Wisconsin!UNC,
UNC/Duke, UConn/Syracuse- or any other Big East
matchup for that matter. Florida and Vanderbilt, along
with Cal's Cats, should make SEC play fun to watch
as well.
Then comes March Madness.
Kentucky fans have as good a reason as ever to be
excited about their team. This year's freshmen crop is
as good as any in recent memory, and they will team
up with returning players Terrance Jones, Doron
Lamb and Darius Miller to take on all challengers.
Mark it down: Michael Kidd-Gilchrist should be the
Freshman of the Year. The Dec. 3 game against North
Carolina at Rupp looks to be the game of the year. If
the Cats can mature quickly, if they can share the ball
and if ·1errance Jones can keep his head in the game
and realize his potential. Cali pari might fmally get his
first championship.
louisville has the opportunity to be a top 15 prQgram this year as well. Kentucky would do well to not
look past the New Year's Eve matchup with the Cardinals. Coach Cal wins at Rupp, but that streak has got
to end at some point. Rick Pitino has won a few there
himself.
More close to home. Murray State looks just plain
good. (They're even hitting their free throws!) Isaiah
Canaan and Ivan Aska will lead an electrifying group.
Brandon Garrett looks like he's ready to come in and
be an X-factor.llike Coach Prohm at the helm already.
We've even got key games against Austin l'eay and
Tennessee Tech airing on ESPNU. In short, I'm truly
excited to see how well this high-octane offense can
run through the ave this year.
So don't let the NHA get you down, basketball fans.
Your hoop dreams don't have to rise and fall on the
progress of a collective bargaining agreement. There's
more than enough basketball on the collegiate level to
get excited about this year, and you doJ)'t even have
to wait until March.
Now if you'll excuse me, I have typed long enough.
I've got some hoops to watch.

Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray 270·759·2500
• Diagnosis and treatment
of eye disease
• Budget & designer
eyewear

• Most insurance
accepted
• All types of contacts
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Employees
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Staff Spotlight

Notes from the Sidelines

Volleyball team
impacts writer
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Ryan Richardson/7he New5

Morris White, native of St. Louis, Mo., was hired In July as Director of Marketlno and Promotions for all Murray State athletics.

Athletic director of marketing brings hype
Johnatban Ferris
Staff writer
1 People may have seen Morris White
around c;unpus. They'd know him if they
saw him. He would likely be running
around scrc;tming at people to come to
sporting ewnts, or he might be imploring
them to stand up and cheer at a basketball
pep rally, only to call them out if they so
much as think about sitting down. He might
even do his trademark backflip for them.
However, there is more to White than a
lnud personality and an obsession with
Murray State sports.
White was hired in July as the new Athletil! Director of Marketing and Promotions. He comes to Murray from his alma
mater. Northwest Missouri State University,
where he workeJ in the same capacity.
"l was fortunate enough to receive a fl)Otball scholarship to Northwest Missouri
State University to play wide receiver,"
White said. "Once r graduated I did an internship similar to the !-Racers here and
after my year internship was over the director uf sports marketing and promotions
opened up at Northwest Missouri and I applied and got it and I worked there for five
years before coming here.''
White graduated with a degree in psychology and a double minor in health education and spt.~ch cummunication.
"I really thought l wanted to be a sports

psychologist, or at least something in ath"We just want the :uudents to come to
letics.'' White said. "In addition to that I got
the games and have fun," White says.
my master's degree in athletic administra"Whether you're 5 or 55 years old, we want
you to stomp your feet and clap your hands
tion, and after I did my year-long internand just have fun with everyone at Racer
ship, I feU in love with what I was doing. It
athletics."
came natural to me to get the crowd hyped
White said he strives to learn as much as
and to think of ideas to engage the fans."
he can and be good at everything he does.
As he continues on in his second job as a
His main inspiration is his mother.
Director of Sports Marketing and Promo"My mother bas always been my rock
tions. White, who has played football since
the age oflO, said he is a fan at heart.
and motivation to succeed in life," White
"I am really just a fan of sports," White
said. "Everything I do from the time I wake
up every day is for her, because I want her
said. ·:I played football and basketball and
ran track and field in high school and still
to see me succeed at the highest level.
There's nothing like hearing your parent
hold a few records. Really I just love sports;
I will watch gymnastics, hockey, cricket and
tell you they're proud of you. All of the
baseball, nearly anything with a sports oricredit definitely goes to my mother."
Then, of course, there is White's tradegin."
His job includes adapting to change, he
mark backtlip. He uses his gymnastic skills
said.
to get fans excited at athletic events, yet has
"No two days are the same, which is what
no formal background in gymnastics.
I absolutely love about it," White said. "One
"I've never done cheerleading or gymweek we can have as many as four or five
nastics or anything like that;" White said. WI
events, or we may have a week where noth· • just learned how to tumble growing up
with friends in the neighborhood. I've aling is going on."
As White works in the athletic departways been active and it just kind of came
ment, his job carries many responsibilities.
naturally to me when I practiced with
He says his main focus is to simply get peofriends after school and in the summers."
pie to Murray State athletic events. AddiWhite said he is excited about Murray
State athletics and looks forwar4;!
. ~,
tionally, he strives to make sure those who
come to eygl.!f..MY..!l•~ ~~""'":'-~
· ----..=~-~ MurDY. ~.lhadi1ilb18!1iili1iiiiL.. ·
One of White's main goats for this year is
games this winter.
Contact
Ferris
at
lferris2@
getting the new student cheering section,
The Stampede, up and going.
murraystate.edu.

This Saturday. after a season of 22 losses. the Rxen' chance at
making the OVC Tournament deteriorated mid-match, leaving
the flnal two sets of their match against Austin Peay to count as
only another loss in a somewhat tragic season.
Though I walked away heart-broken at both the foreshortened
season and the fmal three-set loss to APSU, I realized regardless
of their record. covering Racer voUeyball is some of the most simultaneously fraught and satisfying work I've gotten to do at The
Murray State News.
Thke, for instance. this weekend. On Friday the Racers dropped
a three-set match to Tennessee State. continuing a two-game losing streak begun on their last road trip. On Saturday, with Racer
fans fllling maybe a sixth of Racer Arena, the four graduating
Murray State seniors were honored by their families and team·
mates after giving long-stemmed roses to the three APSU seniors. Then. just like every other match, they ignored the mounting
1osses, went out on their home court and fought for a win they
could not have known wouldn't matter.
No one could say it was for the fans, as comparatively speaking
there aren't many. And since coverage of the team will never, re·
gardless of their season. come near what the men's basketball or
football teams get there's no way to say it's for the college town
fame.
At the end of their season the four seniors put their kneepads
away with no press conference or "Where A:re They Now" spotlight to follow. What they did was for themselves - for their passion, for their competitive nature, for their personal feeling of
accomplishment, and even in their losses that love of sport shines
through.
As far as I'm concerned, there's no better assignment than to
cover the teams who consistently fight, work and overcome with
no recognition to follow, and to give those teams voice when their
efforts are underrepresented or entirely unheard. No one likes to
write about a losing season like Racer volleyball just had. It's
hard. It's repetitive. After a while it becomes hard to have faith in
the team you're covering. But when the team's roar at every won
point sounds like match point of the championships. somehow
even the wall of sticky notes with synonyms for the word "loss"
is worth it.
It's been my distinct privilege to get to know this team and
their coach, to be at every home game, to pore over stats for every
game they play on the road. And while I am hl mourning for the
premature end of the Racer volleyball season, I know that by next
September I'll be in the same odd comer of Racer Arena. muttering "watch outside, WATCH OUTSIDE!" under my breath. No
matter how bard this season was, the sound of echoing serves,
skin colliding with hardwood and cheers from the court will echo
through Racer Arena another year, and then, like now, it won't
matter much if the season goes weU. At least not to me.
And I ~ow if I ap~ Ql)' writins with half the temerity that
the Racer Y.O~ taaiUhaWI.la~~..Jk&!!Jwill
not be the last chance I have to cover a team with such incredible heart.
Contact Ledbetter at lcyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.

The Housing Office of Murray State University would like to
recognize the Resident Advisers who spend an incredible
amount of time and effort to contribute to the success of their
residents as well as their colleges.
College Courts
Jillian Morgan
Thea Mackey
Lauren Sitter
Brandon McPherson
D.J. Ziegelmeyer

Elizabeth

Franklin

Hester

Richmond

Tara Gianneschi
Kassandra Goodwin
Ethan Bauer
Gregory Johnson
Kristin Addison
Katherine Burdick
Hollis Crowley

Kelsey Boel
Philip Aman
Patrick Frame
Emily Posth
Han Shuyan
Hannah Mullis
John Eads
Sherrie Anderson

Tara Connor
.. James Campbell
Amber Harcrow
Collin Buckingham
James Groves
Rachel Kortkamp
Justin Veazey
Kari Shemwell

Travis Rupprecht
Adam Page
Alysa Thomas
Dustin Rediess
Kaitlyn Farlee
Kara Maslowski
Olivia Reed
Sean Lloyd

Regents

Lee Clark

Springer

White

Jacob Couch
Michael Griffin
Daniel Milam
Anna Smith
Jessica Budd
Hailey Buth
Ashlee Futrell
Jessica Boyd

Emily Budd
Branden Chesser
Carlos Rosario
Jacob Wildman
Alyssa Cecil
Alexandra
McConnell
Brittany Simmons
Frank Bozelka

Alice Belt
Nicole Staeter
Jherica Johnson
Nadia Miodrag
Caitlin Nichols
Caitlin Crim
Jasmine Young
Karah Russell

Sar~h Hargis

Hart
Tia Starr
J.T. Waszkowski
Molly Nimmo
Hannah Crim
Dillon Tarrants
Jeffrey Frye
Melinda Duncan
Blakely Dyer
Lucas Porter
Sooyeon Kim
Blane Mynatt
Jimmie Martin

Taylor Hicks
Mary Harri~
Kelly Hurlbut
Racquell Cunningham
Jesse Adams
Luke Thomas
Ashley Hall
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Michelle Ford, senior from Carterville, Ill .. Qathers everyone's attention during a scene in 'Orpheus.' The musical production is showinQ toniQht, Saturday and Sunday at Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

Departments of theater, music present lively musical
Paige Graves
Staff writer

On Thursday the department of music and the department of theater opened their annual musical in Johnson ,
Theatre. This year the production is "Orpheus in the Underworld," an operetta focusing on the classic legend of
Orpheus' pursuit of his wife Eurydice, who is carried off to
Hades.
Originally a mythological story by Homer, this play is
an operetta because of the light music and subject matter
presented.
Aaron Jones, sophomore from Dunlap. Ill.., plays the role
of Mar~. god of war. Jones said the play might not be what
the audience expects. _:.--~~~-~.:--~~---~
"One of the things that is appealing to this show is that
this is not a serious opera," he said. ".It is supposed to be
funny. A lot of the lines are comical and there are quite a
few moments of humor present."
Jones said rehearsals started in mid-September and
there was a schedule for what specific parts would be
pra~ticed each week. As Mars, Jones sparks a rebellion
against the god Jupiter.
''My favorite moment of this process so far has to be
spending time with people who understand this story so
well,'' be said. "The members of this cast are so much fun
to be around, and I wouldn't tr'!de these moments for anything."
Jones said acting in an opera is on his bucket list, and it
is different from the musicals he was involved in throughout high school.
While the actors have had long rehearsals with plt:mty of
strain on their voices, the orchestra was practicing just as
diligently.
Christopher Mitchell, assistant professor of music, is directing the music of the operetta. Mitchell has previously Luke Wilkins. junior from Paducah, Ky.. plays Pluto in 'Orpheus.' The females in the chorus surround him durinQ amusical number.
served as music director for 't wo other collaborative productions: "Godspell'' in 2008 and "into the Woods" in
2010. He was also the music director for the music department production of the opera "Dido and Aeneas" in
2009.
The orchestra met three to four times per week for
three weeks to get a solid grasp on the music. From there,
stage director Norman Wurgler began to work with the
music.
"Students had staging rehearsals four nights a week and
one music-only rehearsal per week to keep the music consiStent as they learned the stnge directions," Mitchell said.
"The orchestra for this production consists of selected
members from the University Orchestra - most of these
students are music majors. but not all. The orchestra is directed by professor Dennis Johnson. and the concert master (1st violinist) is Sue-Jean Park, the violin/viola
professor in the musk department."
Mitchell said the adaptation of the music the orchestra
uses is somewhat obscure, making it difficult to ob·
tain the script and musical scores. Scheduling re·
hear.sals was also a challenge.
"Music and theater students have very bus}' class
schedules and many other obligations including other
productions," he o;aid. "We have to honor schedule conflicts like evening classes or anr other important events
the cast lets us know ahead of time, so getting everyone
you need for every rehearsal can be challenging when you
have a cast of 29.''
Despite the challenges along the way, Mitchell is opti·
mistic about the outcome.
"The students have worked extremely hard and it's a
very talented cast," be said. "We always strive for professional quality productions and I feel like we are very close
to attaining that level. This is a very fun show - audiences
should come expecting to hear some wonderful music,
fine voices and, most of all, to laugh. This is a comedy and
at times is down right silly. Do not be intimidated by the
'opera' label. This is a work that anyone can enjoy."
The production will run at 7:30 p.m. today and Saturday
and 2:30 p.m. Sunday. The shows arc at Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Admission is free to students with a R.acercard.
General admission is $15, and faculty and staff tickets are
$13.
Contact Graves at paige.graves@murraystate.edu.
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Department holds silent, live art auctions
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
For those with an eye for art and a skill with a bid paddle.
tonight's art auction in the Clara M. Eagle gallery is the place to
be.
The Murray State Art Department is hosting its annual art
aaction at 7:30 tonight. with the doors opening at 7 for a preview of the items featmed. The event will have artwork in both
a live and silent auction.
Jeanne Beaver, professor of metalsmithing and jewelry, is the
coordinator this year. Students, faculty and members of the
community are encomaged to donate artwOrk for both the live
and silent auctions. Although she said she does not have an actual figure on the ntLIDber of pieces being auctioned. she is expecting several entries.
"We are expecting anywhere from 20 to 30 pieces for the live
auction and 100-150 pieces for the silent (auction)," Beaver said
The goal for the art department is to raise $10,000 for student
scholarships and visiting artists programs. Though'that amount
has not been reached in previous year51 Beaver said she is still
hopeful.
"It's mostly a scholarship event," she said "Eighty-five to 90
percent of the money raised goes toward scholarships, with the
remaining money funding the visiting artists programs."
To be eligible for these scholarships. students must volunteer
at the event and donate pieces.
Channing Fisher, senior from Germantown, Tenn., is a second year participant. She said she is entering two metal pieces
into the auction - a pair of earrings and a broach.
Fisher said students are donating several different types of
artwork.
"It's pretty much jtLSt a mix of ~verything," she said.
Thls year. the auction will include metal<;, woodwork, painting, photography and much more.
The auction is not only an opportunity for art students toreceive scholarships, but also students looking for a fun evening
on campus.
Lindsey Cox, senior from McGrath, Ala., sald she is looking
forward to the event. She attended the auction both her freshman and sophomore years, but had to miss last year's auction
because she was studying abroad.
"I started going becatLSe my sister has had pieces in the auction before." Cox said. "So many of the pieces that 1 have seen
in the live auction are incredibly intricate."

Alandscape by Monica Stuart is for saleat the annual art auction today ln the Clara M. Eagle gallery.
She has maintained steady involvement with art departml·nt
programs after her sistc;r's graduation last May.
Cox said her sister participated every year :1s an undergraduate and had a piece of :nt sell for more than $100 in a ~ilcnt
auction.
The support the art department receives from the Uni..·crsity
and community as a whole is one of the thln&S that attracts Cox

to participate in the event.
"I think it's great the Univer:\it)' supports and funds thcrn tht:'
way that they JQ," she said.
After the liw auction, guests arc wclcomt• to continue browsing and bidding for items in the silent auction. The Eagle gallery
is located in Price Doyle Fine Arts building.
Contact Putman at aputman@murraystale.edu.

Students raise money
for St. Jude's hospital
SavaJmah Sawyer
Staff writer
Students and Murray residents came together Wednesday and Thursday to fight cancer, trying to raise $15,000 for St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital while also raising awareness for childhood cancer.
According to the St. Jude website, Up 'til
Dawn is a student-led, student-run program
that is hosted by 235 colleges and universities
across the country. The program unites faculty,
staff and students in the fight against childhood cancer and other deadly diseases.
Tara Hawthorne, adviser of Up 'til Dawn,
said St. Jude helps by giving treatment to children who need it most, no matter what their
families can afford.
"The mission ofSt. Jude Children's Research
Hospital is to find cures for children with cancer and other catastroph ic diseases through research and treatment,'' she said. "It costs
around .$1.7 million a day to operate the hospital and all treatment to children is free no matter the families' ability to pay."
The event included a letter-writing campaign where individuals and organizations registered and sent letters to thei~ families and
friends asking them to donate to St. Jude.
There was also food, music and raffies during
the event, Hawthorne said.
Videos of St. jude patients were shown at
the event so that participants can get a sense of

why they are volunteering and how much they
can help such an important cause, she said.
Some of the students at the event had personal stories that led th em to support the
cause.
Andi Lawson, senior from Kearney. Mo., said
she was diagnosed with cervical cancer when
she was 17 years old. Now, she is two years
cancer-free. Lawson said she thought it could
never happen to her.
"It felt like my whole world was crumbling,"
she said. "I never thought that it could happen
to me, especially at that young of an age. I
wondered, 'Why me? What did I do?"'
Lawson said cancer does not only affect one
person, but rather everyone in that person's
life.
"You never know what someone's been
though until you've been through it yourself,"
she said. "Cancer affects everyone around you.
If it wasn't for my mom and my sister I couldn't have done it. And my grandma watching
over me.""
Lawson got involved in Up, til' Dawn events
her first year at Murray State. She said she
liked that St. jude helps take care of children
whose parents might not be able to afford the
hospital bills.
"It's a hard struggle for a parent to go
through," she said. "l saw what my mom went
through with me and 1 wouldn't \\oish that on
anyone."
Shclbie York, freshman from Paducah Ky.,

Check-in

Allie Douglass/Th£> News

Shelbie York and Elaine Knutson participate in 'Up 'til Dawn' Wednesday night in the Currls Center.
said she has had a few people in her life become affectcJ by the disease as well.
.. My best friend's brother died when he was
12 and both sides of my grandparents had cancer," she said. "I \•:ant to wnrk at St. jude."
Students involved in the event wert! also
given the special opportunity to visit St.Jude.
"The students involved have had an llpportunity tl• visit the hospital which is located in
Memphis, Tl•nn., and have also met children in
Murray that are St. Jude patit•nts," Hawthorne
.said.
Up 'til Dawn. which be~-,oan in 19<J9. has raised
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more than $32 m illion for St. Jude ovt:r the
years, according to the St. lude website.
"The students at Murray State chose Up til'
Dawn as something that they want to supp<•rt
and they have continued this event for several
years," Hawthorne said. "There are student organizations that also support other events such
as Heart Walk anJ Relay for Life but Up til'
Dawn is different as it works with childn:n,
conducts its own research, and treatment is
free for all patients."
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murroystatl'.
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